
In everyday life, we often learn to respond appropriately
according to criteria that we can readily state. For exam-
ple, when we have solved an algebraic problem, we can
usually describe the steps that we have taken and the rules
that we have used. However, not all our abilities depend
on our explicitly knowing how to use them. There appear
to be many examples of our learning to respond in some
rule-like way without being able to state the rules that
govern our behavior. For example, most of us learn to rec-
ognize and produce grammatical utterances in our native
language without ever being able to say what the rules of
the grammar are.

This type of learning is the focus of interest of this re-
view. Implicit learning, as it is known, has aroused increas-
ing interest in recent years (see Berry & Dienes, 1993;
Reber, 1993; Seger, 1994; Shanks & St. John, 1994). In
fact, understanding the processes involved in implicit
learning, and its relationship to explicit learning, have be-
come central goals in current cognitive psychology.

Implicit learning has been investigated in a wide range
of experimental paradigms, including artificial grammar
learning (e.g., Mathews et al., 1989; Reber, 1967, 1989),
probability learning (e.g., Reber & Millward, 1968), con-

trol of complex systems (e.g., Berry & Broadbent, 1984;
Stanley, Mathews, Buss, & Kotler-Cope, 1989), serial re-
action time (SRT; e.g., Lewicki, Czyzewska, & Hoffman,
1987; Nissen & Bullemer, 1987), learning of conditional
responses (e.g., Shanks, Green, & Kolodny, 1994), ac-
quisition of invariant characteristics (e.g., Bright & Bur-
ton, 1984; Cock, Berry, & Gaffan, 1994; McGeorge &
Burton, 1990), perceptual learning (e.g., Kolers & Roe-
diger, 1984), learning of perceptual categories (e.g., Ja-
coby & Brooks, 1984), and second-language acquisition
(e.g., Ellis, 1993; Michas & Berry, 1994). In this review,
we will focus on the three paradigms that have generated
the most research—namely, artificial grammar learning,
the control of complex systems, and sequence learning.
What these (and other implicit learning) situations have
in common is that the person typically learns about the
structure of a fairly complex stimulus environment, with-
out necessarily intending to do so, and in such a way that
the resulting knowledge is difficult to express. This is
what we mean by implicit learning. In terms of control-
ling complex systems, for example, people can learn to
reach and maintain specified levels of target variables
without being able to freely describe to others how the
decisions should be made (e.g., Berry & Broadbent,
1984; Stanley et al., 1989). Similarly, people can learn to
classify exemplars of an artificial grammar and can ac-
quire knowledge about the sequential structure of stim-
uli without adopting explicit code-breaking strategies
and without being able to articulate fully any rules they
might be using or the basis on which they are responding
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(e.g., Nissen & Bullemer, 1987; Reber, 1989). In this re-
view, we will consider the ways in which the knowledge
underlying performance on these tasks might be consid-
ered implicit and whether implicit knowledge is qualita-
tively different from explicit knowledge.

CRITERIA OF IMPLICITNESS

Some researchers appear to assume as a default posi-
tion that a piece of knowledge is conscious until conclu-
sively proven otherwise (Dulany, Carlson, & Dewey,
1984; Shanks & St. John, 1994). On the other hand,
Reber (1993) argued that, for evolutionary reasons, we
should take the unconscious as primary, and it is ulti-
mately irrelevant whether we can demonstrate in the lab-
oratory that there is a piece of knowledge of which the
subject is completely unconscious. Reber pointed out
that reflexive consciousness has arrived late on the evo-
lutionary scene, and perhaps uniquely only in Homo
sapiens. Thus, there is a type of unconscious learning 
engaged in by other animals and to which we have
tagged on a conscious learning system. But, according to
Reber, the primitive unconscious system must still be
present in Homo sapiens (and it must have, according to
the principles of evolutionary biology, various charac-
teristics, such as greater robustness and less dependence
on age than the conscious learning system). In contrast to
Reber, we take it that the relationship between con-
sciousness and the primitive learning system is not in
fact obvious: Evolution could well have arranged it such
that the knowledge acquired by the primitive system is
conscious in Homo sapiens. In order to argue either that
there are separate conscious and unconscious learning
systems or that learning systems do not differ in terms of
consciousness, appropriate criteria for establishing un-
conscious or implicit knowledge and conscious or ex-
plicit knowledge need to be considered. Although the ad-
equacy of any one criterion of consciousness can always
be disputed as a necessary and sufficient criterion of
consciousness (e.g., Erdelyi, 1986), we take the stand
that if a criterion inspired by our everyday notions of
consciousness separates qualitatively different types of
knowledge, then the criterion is a psychologically real
one. It tells us the sense in which knowledge in one sys-
tem is unconscious, whether or not that fully maps onto
our everyday notion of unconscious (contrast Neal &
Hesketh, 1997).

The implicitness of some piece of knowledge refers to
the fact that the knowledge is relatively inaccessible in
some way.  But the notion of inaccessibility is not an un-
ambiguous concept. Knowledge may be inaccessible
simply in the sense that it is difficult to elicit with free re-
port. In the artificial grammar learning, dynamic control,
and sequential reaction time paradigms, people seem to
have little ability to describe what they know or to an-
swer general questions about it. Indeed, Broadbent (1991)
suggested that the typical experiment with which im-
plicit learning is investigated is “one in which the person
is able to choose the correct reaction while in a task, but

is later unable to recall the key characteristics that con-
trolled the behavior” (p. 128). However, free report is a
relatively insensitive and incomplete measure. Knowl-
edge not free recalled in a given period of time may be
recalled when the subject is given another attempt (Erde-
lyi & Becker, 1974). Also failure of free report could
simply reflect the problem of having to retrieve large
amounts of low-confidence knowledge, rather than re-
flecting a deeper incompatibility between the mecha-
nisms employed in free report and the type of knowledge
stored. Such problems prompted Shanks and St. John
(1994) to suggest that we should regard knowledge as un-
conscious only if it cannot be elicited by tests satisfying
information and sensitivity criteria—that is, the tests
should be tapping exactly the knowledge responsible for
the performance changes (their information criterion),
and the tests should be sensitive to all relevant conscious
knowledge (their sensitivity criterion). Cued report and
forced choice tests, rather than free report, are more likely
to satisfy these criteria, and, so, many investigators have
argued that knowledge is implicit or unconscious only if
it cannot be elicited by relevant cued report tests. The re-
sults of experiments using a number of different tests
have shown that much knowledge can be elicited using
cued report tests (we could say that the knowledge is
above an objective threshold of consciousness; see
below). Indeed, in their review of implicit learning, Shanks
and St. John (1994) concluded that there has been no sat-
isfactory demonstration of unconscious learning. How-
ever, we will argue that there is another potentially useful
criterion of implicitness—that of a subjective thresh-
old—that may be closer to our everyday intuitions about
what unconscious means and that, when applied to the
implicit learning literature, leads to a different conclu-
sion from that of Shanks and St. John.

The terms objective threshold and subjective thresh-
old were originally used in the subliminal perception lit-
erature (Cheesman & Merikle, 1984). In a typical sublim-
inal perception experiment, subjects are given a sequence
of trials in which a stimulus is either presented or not.
For each trial, subjects say whether a stimulus was pre-
sented on that trial. Subjective threshold occurs at the
level of discriminative responding for which subjects
claim not to be able to detect perceptual information (i.e.,
they claim to be literally guessing), whereas objective
threshold occurs at the level of discriminative responding
corresponding to actual chance performance (i.e., subjects
claim a stimulus was present no more frequently when it
was present than when it was not). Thus, the subjective
threshold is the point at which subjects do not know that
they know that a stimulus was presented; the objective
threshold is the point at which subjects do not know that
a stimulus was presented. Cheesman and Merikle found
that subliminal perception occurred in the sense of a
stimulus being below subjective but not objective thresh-
old. Cheesman and Merikle’s results imply that sublimi-
nal perception exists in one sense meant by the layperson:
People might not believe that they saw anything and yet
still show, by their above-chance guesses and by reliable
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priming, that the information nonetheless affected their
behavior (see Bornstein & Pittman, 1992, for further dis-
cussions of subliminal perception).

In terms of the implicit learning literature, people’s
knowledge could be said to be below an objective thresh-
old if there is chance performance on a direct test (a cued
report test) that directly measures some knowledge that
we infer that the subject must have (because of its indi-
rect effects). People’s knowledge could be said to be
below a subjective threshold if they lack metaknowledge
about their knowledge. Dienes, Altmann, Kwan, and
Goode (1995) pointed out that subjects could lack meta-
knowledge in at least two ways. First, they might believe
they are literally guessing when in fact they are above
chance, the criterion for subjective threshold used by
Cheesman and Merikle (1984) and called the guessing
criterion by Dienes et al. Second, they might lack meta-
knowledge because their confidence is unrelated to their
accuracy, a criterion introduced by Chan (1992) and
called the zero-correlation criterion by Dienes et al. We
will take both ways to be possibilities for defining a psy-
chologically real subjective threshold. Lacking meta-
knowledge might be empirically associated with inabil-
ity to report freely how the task was performed, because
subjects would not know what questions to ask them-
selves to elicit their knowledge. These characteristics
might correspond to an important aspect of what the lay-
person means by unconscious learning.

Both the guessing and zero-correlation criteria tap
only one of two possible forms of metaknowledge. Dienes
and Perner (1996) argued that full metaknowledge re-
quires both representing oneself as being in the posses-
sion of certain propositional content (they called this type
of representation content explicit) and representing an
appropriate propositional attitude toward that content—
namely, representing the content as knowledge and not,
for example, just as guessing (they called the second type
of representation attitude explicit). Knowledge could be
unconscious according to the metaknowledge criterion
either because content explicitness was lacking or because
attitude explicitness was lacking. Finding that confi-
dence is unrelated to accuracy, or that subjects are accu-
rate when they believe that they are guessing, shows that
subjects’ representations lack attitude explicitness. But
they may have content explicitness, as in the possible
case of accurate verbal reports offered as guesses. Reber
(1993, p. 136) suggested that subjects in artificial gram-
mar learning experiments can show the converse; that is,
they may know that they know something, even though
they may not know what it was that they know. Similarly,
in natural language, we may be very confident in our
judgments of grammaticality, and so the judgments per se
would be attitude explicit, but we may be unable to de-
scribe the bases of those judgments, and so the bases would
be content implicit. Both types of lack of metaknowl-
edge—content implicitness and attitude implicitness—
are possible and even plausible in different circumstances.
We will be reviewing mainly whether subjects’ represen-
tations can lack attitude explicitness.

FEATURES OF IMPLICIT LEARNING

Theoretically, it can be argued that the finding of knowl-
edge below a certain threshold is, by itself, of little value
unless knowledge below and above the threshold is qual-
itatively different. Merikle (1992), for example, summa-
rized evidence that the subjective threshold is a psycho-
logically real one in the case of subliminal perception,
because perception above and below the threshold is
qualitatively different. We argue that implicit learning
and the resulting knowledge are distinguished from ex-
plicit learning and knowledge by the following features:
(1) limited transfer of the knowledge to related tasks;
(2) learning tends to be associated with a focus on par-
ticular items rather than on the underlying rules; and (3) ro-
bustness of learning.

Limited Transfer of the Knowledge
to Related Tasks

There is some evidence that there is only limited trans-
fer to tasks that are based on the same underlying struc-
ture. Some studies show no transfer of learning at all,
whereas others show reduced transfer. Only a few stud-
ies show equivalent performance levels on the struc-
turally similar transfer task.

Learning Tends to be Associated With a
Focus on Particular Items Rather Than
on the Underlying Rules

Implicit learning tends to be associated with observa-
tion and memorization conditions, rather than with de-
liberate hypothesis testing. Many studies have shown
that people who approach complex tasks in a relatively
passive manner perform at least as well (and sometimes
better) than do people who try to work out the underly-
ing structure of the task explicitly.

Robustness of Learning and Knowledge
It has been suggested that implicit learning should be

more robust than explicit learning (Reber, 1989). Reber
argued that the robustness of the implicit over the ex-
plicit comes from the relative recency, in evolutionary
terms, of the conscious, relative to the unconscious. Allen
and Reber (1980) argued that implicit knowledge was ro-
bust in the sense that it is more durable than explicit
knowledge. They found that subjects performed above
chance on a classification task 2 years after an initial 10-
to 15-min exposure to an artificial grammar. This aspect
of robustness has not been explored in other studies, and
so, for the purposes of this review, we consider three other
aspects to robustness: (1) psychological and organic dis-
order; (2) other individual difference variables; and (3) sec-
ondary tasks.

Psychological and organic disorder. There have also
been claims for robustness in the face of psychologi-
cal and organic disorder. That is, implicitly acquired
knowledge remains more intact than does explicitly ac-
quired knowledge. This finding fits in with the growing
literature on implicit–explicit distinctions in neuropsy-
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chological patients (Schacter, McAndrews, & Mosco-
vitch, 1988).

Other individual difference variables. Reber (1989)
argued that implicit knowledge should also be less af-
fected by other individual difference variables such as
age or IQ.

Secondary tasks. Finally, it has been suggested that
the storage and retrieval of implicit knowledge should be
less affected by secondary tasks than should explicit
knowledge.

The review is structured by considering, first, the sense
in which the knowledge might be implicit and, second,
evidence for the distinguishing features of implicit learn-
ing for each of the artificial grammar learning, the control
of complex systems, and sequence learning paradigms.
Issues of the nature of the underlying representation and
how implicit learning may be best modeled are not dis-
cussed in detail in this paper (see Neal & Hesketh, 1997,
and Berry & Dienes, 1993, for a consideration of these
issues).

ARTIFICIAL GRAMMAR LEARNING

Reber has long been exploring the learning of finite-
state grammars, which he claims occurs in some implicit
way (see Reber, 1989, for an overview). In a typical study,
subjects first memorize grammatical strings of letters
generated by a finite-state grammar. Then, they are in-
formed of the existence of the complex set of rules that
constrains letter order (but not what they are) and are
asked to classify grammatical and nongrammatical
strings. In an initial study, Reber (1967) found that the
more strings that subjects had attempted to memorize,
the easier it was to memorize novel grammatical strings,
indicating that they had learned to utilize the structure
of the grammar. Subjects could also classify novel strings
significantly above chance (69%, where chance is 50%).
This basic finding has now been replicated many times,
as will be seen. So subjects clearly acquire some knowl-
edge of the grammar under these incidental learning
conditions. But is this knowledge implicit?

The Accessibility of Classification Knowledge
Inaccessibility with free report. Reber has often asked

for introspections regarding classification (e.g., Abrams
& Reber, 1988; Allen & Reber, 1980; Reber & Allen,
1978; Reber, Kassin, Lewis, & Cantor, 1980; Reber &
Lewis, 1977). Reber (e.g., Reber, 1989) concluded that al-
though subjects emerged with a small but solid body of
articulated knowledge, they still could not tell all that
they knew. Although this claim was not formally tested
by Reber, a systematic procedure to investigate the valid-
ity of the subjects’ freely stated rules was used by Ma-
thews et al. (1989). Experimental subjects first briefly
studied a set of letter strings (the training phase) and then
classified new letter strings as grammatical or not for 800
trials with feedback (test phase). After each 10-trial
block, subjects were asked to give complete instructions
on how to classify (the free-report measure of their

knowledge). The validity of these instructions was as-
sessed by the classification performance of a group of
yoked subjects who were requested to follow the tran-
scribed instructions but were not given a training phase.
That is, the prime source of information for the yoked sub-
jects was the instructions given by the experimental sub-
jects. The yoked subjects performed significantly (and
substantially) above chance, and their performance grad-
ually increased across blocks in the same manner as did
that of experimental subjects. Thus, at least some of the
knowledge used for classification could also be given in
free report. However, the yoked subjects always performed
significantly worse than did the experimental subjects,
suggesting that the experimental subjects could not ac-
cess their knowledge base equally by the classification
and free-report measures.

Dienes, Broadbent, and Berry (1991) found similar re-
sults with a technique that did not depend on the possible
idiosyncrasies of yoked subjects. After 10-min exposure
to grammatical strings, subjects made 100 classification
decisions and then attempted to describe as fully as pos-
sible the rules or strategies they used to classify. When
the rules elicited in free report were directly used to sim-
ulate classification performance, the simulated perfor-
mance (53%) was still considerably less than the actual
classification performance (63%).

To summarize, the evidence indicates that the knowl-
edge elicited from subjects in free report is impoverished,
relative to the knowledge they can actually apply to clas-
sify test strings.

Objective threshold. Dulany et al. (1984) employed
a forced-choice measure that did elicit the knowledge
underlying classification performance. They asked sub-
jects during classification to score that part of a string
that “made it right” if it was classified as grammatical or
that part that violated the rules if it was classified as non-
grammatical. For each feature thus scored by each sub-
ject, a validity was calculated over all test strings: P(string
is in the correct category/Feature i is in the string). When
the proportion of correct classifications for each subject
was regressed onto the mean validity of all the features
scored by each subject, the regression slope was not sig-
nificantly different from 1.00, and the intercept was not
significantly different from 0.00. This provides strong
evidence that the scoring and classification tasks tapped
the same data base with about the same sensitivity. An-
other similar task to which the classification knowledge
appears to transfer, at least partially, is the filling in of
one or two blank spaces of otherwise grammatical strings
(McAndrews & Moscovitch, 1985).

Perruchet and Pacteau (1990) investigated the hypoth-
esis that classification knowledge consisted of explicitly
knowing permissible bigrams. After training, when sub-
jects were asked to rate isolated bigrams for their legiti-
macy, their ratings could predict classification perfor-
mance. Thus, subjects could apply their knowledge in
cued-report tests about isolated bigrams. However, sub-
jects also know more than just bigrams. For example,
Gomez and Schvaneveldt (1994) and Manza and Reber
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(in press) found that subjects trained by being exposed to
bigrams could not transfer their knowledge to classify-
ing in a new perceptual domain, but subjects trained by
exposure to whole letter strings could transfer their knowl-
edge. Also, Dulany et al.’s (1984) scoring task predicted
classification performance without significant error only
when the feature scored was taken to include position. Fur-
thermore, Dienes et al. (1991) tested subjects’ knowledge
of the positional dependence of bigrams in incomplete
strings. After 10 min of exposure to grammatical strings,
subjects were asked which letters could occur after dif-
ferent stems, varying in length from zero letters upward
(the sequential letter dependency, or SLD, task). Consid-
ering questions concerning permissible bigrams, sub-
jects only responded “grammatical” at a level above chance
if the bigram was in a grammatical position. That is, sub-
jects’ knowledge of the positional dependence of bi-
grams could be elicited by cued-report tests out of the
context of particular exemplars.

Chan (1992) argued that the knowledge base underly-
ing performance on the artificial grammar learning task
might be more purely implicit if graphics symbols were
used instead of letters to construct exemplars. Chan chose
graphics symbols that pilot subjects found highly non-
verbalizable and indeed found evidence of implicit knowl-
edge when he used these stimuli. He gave subjects the
standard training procedure and classification task, as
well as bigram and SLD tests. In contrast to the findings
of Perruchet and Pacteau (1990) and Dienes et al. (1991),
Chan (1992) found dissociations between the tests: The
bigram and SLD tests revealed knowledge only of the
symbols at the beginnings and ends of sequences; clas-
sification performance, on the other hand, was sensitive
to symbols in the middle of strings as well as those at the
end. With these stimuli, the subjects’ full knowledge of
the grammar does appear to require a whole exemplar to
elicit it rather than isolated parts of exemplars. However,
as Dulany (1962) and Shanks and St. John (1994) force-
fully argue, the failure of a cued-report (or other) test to
elicit knowledge only indicates unconscious knowledge
if it is testing for the same knowledge that underlies classi-
fication performance. The question of what subjects have
learned in order to classify these stimuli still needs ad-
dressing: Subjects may have not learned bigrams at all, but
properties of the whole exemplar such as its symmetries.

In summary, a number of cued-report tests do elicit sub-
jects’ knowledge of the artificial grammar, at least when
stimuli are constructed with letters. That is, there is no
convincing evidence that knowledge of artificial gram-
mars can occur below an objective threshold.

Subjective threshold. Although subjects can produce
the right answer to a classification or other test, they might
not know that they can. In this case, subjects may lack
metaknowledge. The level of subjects’ metaknowledge in
artificial grammar learning was first investigated by Chan
(1992). Chan trained some subjects on graphics symbols
and some on letters; both groups of subjects were then
given a classification test with the symbol set that they
were trained on. After each classification decision, Chan

asked subjects to rate how confident they were that the
decision was correct. He found that, when subjects were
just asked to memorize exemplars in the training phase,
they were just as confident in incorrect decisions as in
correct decisions, and this was so despite the fact that, in
general, subjects acquire almost completely veridical knowl-
edge about the grammar (Reber, 1989). The correlation
between confidence and accuracy was .20 (Chan, 1992,
Experiments 6 and 7). When subjects were asked to look
for rules in the training phase, the overall level of accu-
racy was the same, and the variances for accuracy and
confidence were the same. However, they were now more
confident in correct decisions than in incorrect decisions,
and the correlation between confidence and accuracy was
.54 (significantly greater than the value for memorization
subjects). That is, memorization subjects lacked meta-
knowledge about their knowledge, but rule-search sub-
jects did not. Chan (1992) also found that the magnitude
of the correlation depended on the type of stimuli used.
For example, if memorization subjects were asked to rate
bigrams for grammaticality, then confidence was corre-
lated with accuracy (r � .47). Chan concluded that sub-
jects acquired explicit knowledge of bigrams.

Manza and Reber (in press), using stimuli different from
Chan’s, found that confidence was reliably higher for cor-
rect decisions than for incorrect decisions. On the other
hand, Dienes et al. (1995) replicated the lack of relation-
ship between confidence and accuracy for letter stimuli,
but only under some conditions: Metaknowledge was low
particularly when strings were longer than three letters and
presented individually. It may be difficult to find condi-
tions under which Chan’s measure of metaknowledge is
literally zero; however, as long as it varies in meaningful
ways (when classification performance is constant), it
may provide a useful measure of degree of metaknowl-
edge and, hence, degree of explicitness.

Dienes et al. (1995) also found that subjects could lack
metaknowledge according to the criterion of Cheesman
and Merikle (1984): Even when subjects believed that they
were literally guessing, they were still classifying substan-
tially above chance. On the basis of this criterion, about
one third of subjects’ responses could be regarded as being
based on purely implicit knowledge.

Finally, Dienes and Altmann (in press) found that, when
subjects transferred their knowledge to a different do-
main, they were classifying substantially above chance
even when they believed that they were literally guessing,
and their confidence was not related to their accuracy.

In summary, when trained by simply observing or mem-
orizing exemplars, subjects have low, even if sometimes
statistically significant, levels of metaknowledge about
their knowledge of the artificial grammar. The knowl-
edge appears to be below a subjective threshold.

Features of Implicit Learning
Transfer across domains. Reber (1969) asked subjects

to memorize strings of letters generated by a finite-state
grammar. The more strings that subjects had previously
studied, the easier they found it to memorize new strings
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generated by the grammar. There was also a benefit when
the new strings were constructed from a different letter
set, but the same grammar. That is, subjects could apply
their knowledge of the grammar to a completely differ-
ent letter set, leading Reber to claim that the knowledge
was abstract and not perceptually bound. Subsequent work
by Mathews et al. (1989), Brooks and Vokey (1991),
Whittlesea and Dorken (1993), Gomez and Schvaneveldt
(1994), and Manza and Reber (in press) exposed sub-
jects to strings constructed from one letter set and later
tested subjects’ ability to classify strings constructed from
another letter set. As well as showing transfer perfor-
mance significantly above chance, these studies have all
demonstrated a transfer decrement—that is, an advantage
of same-domain performance over transfer performance.
Altmann, Dienes, and Goode (1995) extended these find-
ings to transfer between different modalities. In each of
four experiments, involving transfer between letters and
music or between graphic symbols and nonsense sylla-
bles, significant transfer occurred across domains. Fur-
thermore, subjects performed better when tested in the
same domain in which they had been trained than when
tested in the different domain.

In these studies, subjects were not told of the mapping
between the domains, and they were not given accuracy
feedback. So it is not clear whether the transfer decrement
(i.e., the difference between different- and same-domain
performance) reflects the problem of inducing a mapping
across domains or reflects the possibility that at least some
of the knowledge is bound to particular perceptual fea-
tures. There are a number of other studies that bear di-
rectly on this question. Whittlesea and Dorken (1993)
trained subjects on exemplars from two grammars. The
exemplars were distinguished by the task that subjects
performed on them: For one grammar, subjects pro-
nounced the exemplars; for the other grammar, subjects
spelled them. Subjects were later asked to pronounce or
spell test items and then classify these strings as belong-
ing to either the “pronouncing” grammar or the “spell-
ing” grammar. Whittlesea and Dorken argued that dis-
crimination between the grammars was achieved simply
by feelings of familiarity induced by test experiences per-
ceptually matching or mismatching representations of
prior training experiences: When test strings were com-
mon to both grammars, subjects tended to classify them
as belonging to the spelling grammar if they spelled them
and as belonging to the pronouncing grammar if they
pronounced them.

Manza and Reber (in press) found no significant trans-
fer decrement between sequences of tones and lights
when subjects were informed of the mapping. However,
the same-domain performance was 58% and the cross-
domain performance was only 54%, consistent with a
substantial decrement [the upper limit of the 95% confi-
dence interval on the decrement must be at least 2(58%�
54%) � 8%]. Wright (1993), using number stimuli, found
significant decrements when format of the stimuli was
changed from digits (e.g., 4836) during training to words
(e.g., four–eight–three–six) at test. Finally, Dienes and

Altmann (in press) found a significant decrement when
subjects were transferred between the domains of colors
and the names of the same colors. Dienes and Altmann
pointed out that the size of the decrement was of the same
order as that found in the implicit memory literature when
priming is compared across different modalities (e.g.,
see Roediger & Blaxton, 1987).

In summary, despite the surprising ability of subjects to
transfer across domains, the knowledge is partly percep-
tually bound and transfer is not normally complete even
when a simple mapping is known. Manza and Reber (in
press) found that when subjects were trained on two do-
mains rather than one, same-domain and transfer perfor-
mance were more closely equalized. Future research could
investigate whether the extent to which knowledge of ar-
tificial grammars is perceptually bound depends on the
training regime.

Learning tends to be associated with a focus on
particular items rather than on the underlying rules.
In a typical artificial grammar learning experiment, sub-
jects are simply asked to observe or memorize the strings
of letters; they are not informed of the existence of a set
of rules. Reber (1976) showed convincingly that, for some
stimuli, subjects do not learn by actively searching for
rules. He instructed one group of subjects to memorize
a set of randomly ordered grammatical strings (mem-
orization instructions) and instructed another group to
search for rules to assist their memorization (rule-search
instructions). The memorization subjects subsequently
classified more test strings correctly than did the rule-
search subjects. Conversely, Reber et al. (1980) showed
an advantage of rule-search instructions over memoriza-
tion instructions when the learning strings were pre-
sented in an order that highlighted the grammatical
rules. The effect seems to depend on the exact grammar
used; in many cases, when the learning strings are pre-
sented in a random order, subsequent classification per-
formance is equally good after memorization instructions
or rule-search instructions (e.g., Dienes et al., 1991; Du-
lany et al., 1984; Mathews et al., 1989, Experiments 1
and 2). Furthermore, Dienes et al. found no interaction
of memorization instructions versus rule-search instruc-
tions with the effect of a secondary task. Mathews et al.
(1989, Experiment 3) used a much stronger manipula-
tion of how actively subjects might be induced to search
for rules and still found no difference: For the passive
task (the match task), subjects held a string in memory
for a few seconds and then had to recognize it among one
of several choices. For the active task (the edit task), sub-
jects were informed of the presence of rules and were
asked to underline possible incorrect letters in invalid
strings. After each invalid string, the correct string was
presented. Classification performance was equally good
after the match task or edit task alone or in combination.

Mathews et al. (1989, Experiment 3) also compared nor-
mal artificial grammar learning with learning a “bicon-
ditional” rule that determined the mapping between cor-
responding letters in the first and second halves of a
string. The first four letters of any string were taken ran-
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domly from the set T, P, V. The next four letters were cho-
sen such that T predicted an X in a corresponding position,
P predicted a C, and V predicted an S. Thus, for exam-
ple, TPPV.XCCS was a valid string. As described above,
for the normal artificial grammar, the match and edit tasks
produced identical classification performance. With the
biconditional rule, on the other hand, classification per-
formance was better after the edit task than after the match
task; performance on the match task was next to chance.
Performance was best of all for a group of subjects who re-
ceived first the match task and then the edit task. Ma-
thews et al. hypothesized that only the finite-state gram-
mar involved a family-resemblance structure that could
be learned purely implicitly, and they hypothesized that
some more explicit tasks benefit from a synergy between
implicit and explicit learning modes. In general, if stim-
uli have a structure suited for the implicit learning mech-
anism, memorizing randomly ordered grammatical learn-
ing strings leads to performance that is as good as, or
better than, the performance resulting from searching for
rules.

Robustness: Psychological and organic disorder.
Knowlton, Ramus, and Squire (1992) found that, on the
artificial grammar learning task, amnesics classified
new exemplars at the same level as did control subjects
(63% and 67%, respectively), but, on a recognition test
of the exemplars that had been presented, they performed
more poorly than did control subjects (62% and 72%, re-
spectively), where chance is 50% in both cases. Presum-
ably, normal controls were using some explicit memory
of the exemplars to perform the recognition task but not
the classification task. Knowlton and Squire (1994) rep-
licated the normal classification performance of amnesics
and found that amnesics were similar to normals in terms
of which items they found easy and which items they found
difficult to classify.

Abrams and Reber (1988) found that, after exposure
to grammatical strings, psychiatric patients and normals
classified grammatical and nongrammatical strings sim-
ilarly; however, on a task that required determining a
mapping between letters and numbers and that was re-
garded as requiring explicit knowledge, psychiatric pa-
tients were inferior to normals. In one failure to demon-
strate robustness of artificial grammar learning, Reber
(1967) found that undergraduates performed signifi-
cantly better than did high school students.

Robustness: Other individual difference variables.
Reber, Walkenfeld, and Hernstadt (1991) used the evolu-
tionary argument to predict that implicit learning should
show less between-subject variability and operate largely
independently of IQ. They compared artificial grammar
learning with a series-completion problem-solving task
(an example question would be “Should a D or C come
next in the sequence ABCBCDCDE_?”) of the same dif-
ficulty. The results showed that artificial grammar learn-
ing had a reliably smaller variance and smaller correla-
tion with IQ than did the problem-solving task.

Robustness: Secondary tasks. Dienes et al. (1991),
using the artificial grammar learning paradigm, investi-

gated the effect of a secondary task (random number
generation [RNG]) on both classification performance
and free report of the rules of the grammar. In the initial
learning phase, subjects were asked to memorize gram-
matical strings of letters. At the same time, some subjects
spoke a random digit every 2 sec. A control group of
subjects tried to memorize the exemplars without per-
forming the RNG task. All subjects then classified new
exemplars without performing a secondary task. The
dual-task manipulation interfered with classification per-
formance. Analyses revealed that the disruption was spe-
cifically in subjects’ ability to establish the positional
dependence of bigrams—a finding that will emerge again
when considering the SRT task below.

Dienes et al. (1995) employed the RNG task during the
test phase of an artificial grammar learning task for some
subjects; other subjects classified without generating ran-
dom numbers. All subjects also gave confidence ratings
during the test phase. Overall, the secondary task inter-
fered with classification performance. Analyses indi-
cated that this only occurred for cases in which subjects
had some confidence in their responses. When subjects
believed that they were literally guessing, the secondary
task did not interfere. Thus, in cases where subjects had
the least metaknowledge, their performance was most re-
sistant to the effects of a secondary task.

In summary, incidentally acquired knowledge of arti-
ficial grammars is surprisingly robust to the effects of
psychological disorder and age. Secondary tasks interfere
with learning (but perhaps only with learning n-grams
of higher order than bigrams) and with the application of
the knowledge (but perhaps only of that part of the sub-
jects’ knowledge about which they have metaknowledge).

Conclusion
The knowledge underlying classification performance

appears to be below a subjective threshold: Subjects clas-
sify above chance when they believe that they are guessing,
and confidence is often unrelated to accuracy. Is this a psy-
chologically interesting threshold? In terms of features that
may distinguish implicit knowledge from explicit knowl-
edge, learning is more likely to result in knowledge below
rather than above the subjective threshold when subjects
focus on items rather than underlying rules (Chan, 1992);
the application of knowledge below rather than above the
subjective threshold is resistant to the effects of a sec-
ondary task (Dienes et al., 1995). Future research needs to
establish whether knowledge below the subjective threshold
is more perceptually bound or more robust in terms of psy-
chological disorder or other individual difference variables,
but the existing results are promising: Subjects’ knowledge
of finite-state grammars, taken as a whole, is more percep-
tually bound and robust than is knowledge that is plausibly
largely above subjective threshold.

THE CONTROL OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS

A substantial body of evidence for the existence of
distinct implicit and explicit learning modes comes from
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a series of studies on the “dynamic control tasks.” The
dynamic control tasks involve subjects’ attempting to con-
trol the level of one or more output variables by deciding
on the level of one or more input variables. Subjects have
continuous feedback on the output variables while they
manipulate the input variables (e.g., Berry & Broadbent,
1984, 1987, 1988; Broadbent, 1977; Broadbent & Aston,
1978; Broadbent, FitzGerald, & Broadbent, 1986). For
example, Berry and Broadbent (1984) devised and used
what are now known as the sugar-production and person-
interaction tasks. In the case of the sugar-production task,
subjects took on the role of manager of a simple sugar-
production factory and were required to reach and main-
tain specified levels of sugar output by varying the num-
ber of workers employed. Each time the subject entered
the number of workers employed, the sugar output would
be updated, and the subject would then enter a new value
for the number of workers. In the case of the person-
interaction task, subjects were required to interact with a
“computer person.” The communication was based on a
fixed set of adjectives describing various degrees of in-
timacy of personal interaction. Subjects were told to ad-
just the behavior of the person to the “very friendly” level
and to keep it there. The equation relating sugar output
to work force was the same as that relating the computer
person’s responses to those of the subject. There was not
a unique output associated with any one input. In the
case of sugar production, for example, the resulting sugar
output depended on the previous sugar output as well as
on the new work force figure. This made it more likely
that subjects would exercise continuous control, rather
than being able to hit target by chance and then remain
there simply by typing in the same input value.

Berry and Broadbent (1987, 1988) suggested that non-
salient relationships might be learned implicitly and that
salient relationships might be learned explicitly (cf.
Reber et al., 1980). In their 1988 study, Berry and Broad-
bent devised salient and nonsalient versions of the person-
interaction task. In both cases, the output variable was
simply a constant added to the input variable (plus a small
amount of noise). In the salient case, the value of the input
variable used was the one just entered by the subject; in
the nonsalient case, the value was the one entered on the
previous trial (i.e., there was a lag).

We now consider how accessible the knowledge is that
subjects acquire about controlling dynamic systems.

Accessibility of the Knowledge
Free report. Berry and Broadbent (1984) found that,

with practice, subjects improved in their ability to con-
trol the sugar-production and person-interaction tasks.
However, retrospectively asking subjects to write down
how they went about attempting to reach and maintain tar-
get values elicited uninformative answers. Many subjects
did not answer the question at all, protesting that they
were “unable to put it into words.” Others wrote general
statements, such as “increasing and decreasing the work
force to change the sugar level.”

Stanley et al. (1989) investigated the knowledge elic-
ited in free report in a more systematic way. They also
used the sugar-production and person-interaction tasks.
They asked subjects after every 10-trial block to give com-
plete instructions on how to perform the task. The infor-
mativeness of these instructions was assessed by the per-
formance of yoked subjects requested to follow the
transcribed instructions. Stanley et al. demonstrated that
sudden improvements in performance by the original
learners were not associated with simultaneous increases
in the informativeness of the instructions. In fact, in-
structions helped the performance of yoked subjects
only if the instructions were taken about four blocks after
the improvement in performance. Therefore, subjects
seemed to operate on acquired knowledge well before
they could explain the knowledge verbally.

McGeorge and Burton (1989) also measured the va-
lidity of instructions, but, this time, by computer simu-
lations of performance based on the instructions. Where
possible, heuristics elicited from subjects were translated
directly into computational procedures. Using this method,
McGeorge and Burton found that only about one third of
their subjects reported heuristics that were at least as
good as observed performance.

In summary, the evidence suggests that subjects do not
freely report sufficient knowledge to account for their
actual control performance. Good free-report knowledge
comes only after control performance has improved.

Objective threshold. In the Berry and Broadbent
(1984) study, subjects were required to complete written
posttask questionnaires that asked about the relationships
within the system. Specifically, the questions asked sub-
jects to predict what the next value of the output would be
(e.g., sugar production) given the previous values of the
output and input variables. It was found that, although prac-
tice significantly improved ability to control the tasks, it
had no effect on ability to answer the questionnaire. In con-
trast, detailed verbal instructions about the principles of the
system improved subjects’ ability to answer questions but
had no affect on control performance. Berry and Broad-
bent (1987, 1988) showed that subjects were able to answer
questions about salient relationships correctly; only ques-
tions about nonsalient relationships caused difficulty.

The above questionnaire results appear to suggest that
knowledge elicited by the continuous demands of con-
trolling the system is not elicited by most cued-report
tests. However, if control performance does not require
the ability to predict the consequences of changes in the
input variables (except insofar as they bring one closer to
target), the lack of relationship between control and ques-
tionnaire performance does not imply that subjects uncon-
sciously know how the system works or can unconsciously
predict the consequences of changes in the input variables
(Sanderson, 1989; Shanks & St. John, 1994).1 For exam-
ple, Broadbent et al. (1986) suggested that subjects could
be learning (nonsalient) tasks by forming a lookup table—
that is, by linking specific responses to specific situations
as they experience them. Forming an accurate lookup
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table does not require understanding any of the general
properties of the system.

Three studies have tested how subjects performed on
specific situations after an initial training phase. Berry
(1984, 1991) worded questions such that subjects were
given a series of values for all variables and were asked
which value of the input variable should be entered next
to bring the output variable to target. Although this is
what is required while controlling the task, performance
was at chance on these “estimated-input questions.” Two
further studies, by Marescaux, Luc, and Karnas (1989)
and Dienes and Fahey (1995), showed why there might
be this discrepancy between task performance and esti-
mated input questions. Marescaux et al. (1989), using the
sugar-production task, demonstrated that subjects know
more about situations that they have personally experi-
enced, as would be predicted by a lookup-table approach.
Subjects were trained on the sugar-production task, ma-
nipulating level of work force to control level of sugar pro-
duction, for two sets of 30 trials. Subjects then answered
a number of questions about specific situations. The ques-
tions were matched closely to the task, in that they re-
quired subjects to estimate how many workers would be
needed to reach target sugar production in different sit-
uations. An example situation was, “If you had just em-
ployed 400 workers and if the sugar production was then
8,000 tons, what should you do next to bring the sugar
production to target?” The questions varied along two
basic dimensions. First, the target sugar output was ei-
ther the same as or different from that experienced while
controlling the task. Second, the minihistory given to
subjects either was taken from their own interaction in
the training phase or was randomly constructed. The re-
sults showed superior questionnaire performance when
subjects had to reach the same target as they had experi-
enced while interacting with the task and when the mini-
histories were taken from their own past experience. The
subjects did not perform well when faced with randomly
constructed situations—a result that replicates Berry’s
(1984, 1991) findings with the estimated-input questions.
Also consistent with the idea that subjects formed a lookup
table, Marescaux et al. found that, when subjects were
shown situations in which they had previously been cor-
rect, the responses given by subjects matched their pre-
vious responses 57% of the time.

Dienes and Fahey (1995) also tested subjects on specific
situations after an initial training phase. Like Marescaux
et al. (1989), they found that subjects performed best on
old situations in which they had previously been success-
ful (they were still at chance on new situations), and they
found that subjects were consistent in their responding to
a situation in which they had previously been correct.
This consistency was greater than the consistency for in-
correct situations. Dienes and Fahey argued that subjects
had learned only specific responses for situations in
which they had previously been correct and subjects had
not learned any general rules. This may explain why pre-
vious studies had found a dissociation between perfor-
mance and questions about the principles of the system.

Dienes and Fahey (1995) examined performance on
their situations task following experience of interacting
with the salient- or nonsalient-person control task. They
found that, following interaction with the nonsalient
task, subjects’ knowledge was limited to situations that
they had previously seen. However, in the case of the sa-
lient task, subjects were able to respond correctly to new
situations. Dienes and Fahey suggested that subjects
might learn the salient task partly by a lookup table and
partly by acquiring general knowledge that they could
apply to any situation.

Buchner, Funke, and Berry (1995) provided a similar
analysis of why control performance is not positively re-
lated to ability to predict the consequences of changes in
the input variables, as measured by a posttask question-
naire. Most subjects with many trials on target (good con-
trol performance) experience only a small number of
specific situations. In contrast, subjects who are poor at
controlling the system experience a large number of dif-
ferent types of specific situations. The greater the num-
ber of different types of specific situations that subjects
experience, the greater the probability that subjects can
answer the questionnaire with reference to their specific
experience. In support of this analysis, Buchner et al.
found that the number of different situations experienced
while controlling the system was negatively correlated
with number of trials on target and was positively corre-
lated with questionnaire performance.

In summary, when subjects are given cued-report tests
on the knowledge actually used to control the system,
they perform well. People initially learn nonsalient dy-
namic control tasks by memory for specific situations,
but people tend to develop knowledge of how the system
works as a result of task experience. When dealing with
salient systems, people quickly acquire knowledge of how
the system works, as revealed by cued-report tests. That
is, the knowledge of both nonsalient and salient systems
is not below an objective threshold.

Subjective threshold. The subjective threshold has
not been directly tested using the dynamic control tasks.
However, many subjects report that they relied on intu-
ition or mainly guessed in making decisions. Research is
needed on this point.

Features of Implicit Learning
Transfer across domains. Berry and Broadbent (1988)

looked at transfer between control tasks that were either
perceptually similar or perceptually dissimilar. There
were four tasks in all: two different person-interaction
tasks and two transport tasks (one bus and one train). In
each case, the underlying equation (a nonsalient rela-
tionship) was the same. Berry and Broadbent found pos-
itive transfer between performance on the two person
tasks and between performance on the two transport tasks.
There was no transfer across two dissimilar tasks (person
followed by transport, or vice versa). Furthermore, trans-
fer was impeded between the two similar tasks when sub-
jects were informed of the critical relationship between
them. Berry and Broadbent suggested that informing
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subjects of the connection prior to controlling the sec-
ond task induced an explicit mode of learning that had a
detrimental effect on subsequent performance. This neg-
ative effect of a “transfer hint” goes against a series of
experiments in the problem-solving literature (e.g., Gick
& Holyoak, 1980). In the latter case, however, the criti-
cal information necessary for task solution was gener-
ally explicitly available to subjects. Once the necessary
connection had been pointed out to them, subjects could
draw on this critical information and consciously apply
it to the problem requiring solution. This was not the
case in the Berry and Broadbent study. Squire and Fram-
bach (1990) also reported no transfer between perfor-
mance on sugar-production and person-interaction tasks.
Transfer has not yet been examined using salient ver-
sions of the control tasks, but one would predict, in this
case, transfer across dissimilar tasks.

A further demonstration of transfer specificity comes
from a study by Berry (1991). An initial experiment showed
that experience of watching another person controlling
the sugar-production and person-interaction tasks had no
effect on subsequent control performance. Berry went
on to use a transfer paradigm to investigate what aspect
of personal control leads to learning—whether it is the
decision-making component or the physical interaction
component that is important. In one condition, subjects
made decisions for the experimenter to enter into the
computer. In a second condition, the experimenter made
the decisions and the subjects typed them in. In both
cases, subjects then controlled the entire task them-
selves. It was found that subjects in neither condition per-
formed well on the second set of trials, relative to a stan-
dard group who carried out both aspects of the task on
both the first and the second set of trials.

An interesting finding was that subjects who made de-
cisions for the experimenter to type in on the first set of
trials performed as well on that set as did subjects who
carried out the entire task themselves. Despite this, they
still performed poorly on the second set of trials when
they had to carry out the entire task. One suggestion was
that subjects did not transfer knowledge acquired during
the initial set of trials to the second set because of a mis-
match between the conditions of learning and testing (see,
e.g., Kolers & Roediger, 1984). Berry therefore carried out
a further experiment in which subjects made decisions in
the absence of action (i.e., someone else typed them in)
for both sets of trials, made decisions alone on Set 1 and
carried out the entire task on Set 2, carried out the entire
task on Set 1 and made decisions alone on Set 2, or carried
out the entire task for both sets of trials. It was found that
subjects who made decisions alone for both sets showed a
small improvement across the sets. This finding supports
the type of specificity of transfer approach advocated by
Kolers and Roediger. However, Berry also found that sub-
jects who controlled the entire task on Set 1 also per-
formed well on Set 2 when they had to make decisions
alone. It may be that subjects performing the entire task al-
ways made a subvocal verbal response as well as a typing

response, but subjects making decisions alone made a ver-
bal response but not an abbreviated typing response.

In contrast to these results for nonsalient tasks, Berry
(1991) found that experience of watching another person
interacting with the salient-person control task had a
beneficial effect on subsequent control performance with
the same task. Salient tasks do not show the specificity
of transfer demonstrated by nonsalient tasks.

Dienes and Fahey (1995) found positive transfer be-
tween visual and auditory versions of the person-
interaction task. Subjects who interacted with the task in
one modality were able to answer questions about previ-
ously experienced situations just as successfully when
presented in a different modality as when presented in
the same modality. Again, perhaps a subvocal verbal re-
sponse mediated transfer.

In summary, transfer is surprisingly limited in control-
ling nonsalient systems. When the system obeys the same
rules, but the cover task has been changed (Berry & Broad-
bent, 1988) or the responses are typed instead of spoken
(Berry, 1991), the appropriate knowledge is not elicited.

Learning tends to be associated with a focus on
particular items rather than on the underlying rules.
The control tasks are different from the artificial gram-
mar learning task, in that controlling the system is the sub-
jects’ primary task. However, the evidence suggests that
people can go about this primary task either in a relatively
passive way, storing the particular situations they have
come across, or in a more explicit hypothesis-testing way,
looking for general rules. The effectiveness of the latter
mode of learning depends on the nature of the under-
lying relationship (Berry & Broadbent, 1988), with a
more passive mode being better for a nonsalient rela-
tionship. Berry and Broadbent looked at the differential
effects on performance on the salient- and nonsalient-
person tasks of presenting subjects with an explicit search
instruction (see also Reber, 1976). Following the first set
of trials, half of the subjects were told that the computer
person’s responses were determined by their responses
and it might help them control the person better if they
tried to work out exactly how the computer’s responses
were related to their own. Subjects who received the search
instruction performed better on the salient task than did
subjects who did not receive it. In contrast, the instruc-
tion had a detrimental effect on those interacting with the
nonsalient person. Similarly, as described in the previ-
ous section, Berry and Broadbent (1988) also found that
transfer was impeded if subjects were presented with two
similar nonsalient tasks but were informed of the critical
relationship between them.

Robustness: Psychological and organic impairment.
Squire and Frambach (1990) examined whether am-
nesics could learn to control the sugar-production task at
the same level as do normal subjects. They found that the
amnesic patients performed just as well as the normal con-
trols in an initial training session, but they performed
significantly worse in a second session. Squire and Fram-
bach suggested that this was because, by this stage of
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practice, the normal subjects were starting to build up ex-
plicit knowledge, which could be used to improve per-
formance still further. The amnesics, in contrast, were not
able to do this.

Robustness: Other individual difference variables.
Myers and Connor (1992) showed that older subjects
(30–59 years of age) were able to control the sugar-
production task as well as did younger subjects (16–19
years of age), but they performed less well on the stan-
dard questionnaire asking subjects to predict the conse-
quence of changes in the input variables.

Robustness: Secondary tasks. Hayes and Broadbent
(1988) argued that explicit learning rather than implicit
learning would be more affected by a secondary task.
They found that performance on the nonsalient-person
task was disturbed by an unexpected reversal of the rela-
tionships within the task (output went from being about
two steps less than input to being about two steps greater
than input), whereas performance on the salient task was
not. They argued that, because subjects had an explicit
understanding of the rule in the salient case alone, it was
easy to modify the subjects’ representation of the rule in
this case alone. They also showed that when a concurrent
memory- demanding task was performed, subjects learned
the reversed relationship more easily for the nonsalient
version than for the salient version. They argued that this
was because the concurrent task interfered with the pro-
cess of consciously reflecting on the rule and changing
it. Unfortunately, these results have not been subse-
quently replicated. Green and Shanks (1993) found that
performance on the salient task, relative to performance
on the nonsalient task, was superior after an unexpected
reversal, consistent with the results of Hayes and Broad-
bent. However, with a secondary task, they found that per-
formance on the salient task, relative to performance on
the nonsalient task, was still superior. Green and Shanks
argued that the results were consistent with the claim that
the nonsalient task was simply more difficult than the
salient task. Sanderson (1990) also found that performance
on the salient task, relative to performance on the non-
salient task, was (nonsignificantly) superior after rever-
sal with the concurrent task. (See Berry & Broadbent,
1995, for a more detailed discussion of the effects of sec-
ondary tasks on control performance.)

In summary, secondary tasks appear to interfere with
both salient and nonsalient tasks. Of course, there is no
reason to presume that, in the absence of explicit learn-
ing, there is no implicit learning of the salient task. Even
an implicit learning mechanism may find the salient task
easier than the nonsalient task (as is true of the compu-
tational model of Dienes & Fahey, 1995), and this might
be complicating the above experimental findings. Future
research could usefully determine whether a secondary
task affects rule learning more than it affects lookup-
table–based learning (using the methodology of Dienes
& Fahey, 1995) or whether it affects confident responses
more than it affects guessing responses (as in the case of
artificial grammars; Dienes et al., 1995).

Conclusion
In terms of the distinction between subjective and ob-

jective thresholds, the evidence suggests that the knowl-
edge relevant to performance lies above an objective
threshold. When relevant cued-report and forced-choice
tasks were used, the knowledge was elicited (Berry &
Broadbent, 1987; Dienes & Fahey, 1995; Marescaux et al.,
1989). There is suggestive evidence that the knowledge
may lie below a subjective threshold: Subjects could not
report how they controlled the system; they often in-
formally stated that they were just guessing (Berry &
Broadbent, 1984; Stanley et al., 1989). Furthermore, the
knowledge could not be used in a flexible way (Berry &
Broadbent, 1988). Future research needs to more directly
test the claim that a subjective threshold is relevant by
asking for confidence ratings on the correctness of the
control decisions (cf. Chan, 1992). Convincing evidence
that the knowledge is resistant to secondary task still
needs to be provided.

SEQUENCE LEARNING

It appears that people can become sensitive to sequen-
tial structure despite having little ability to articulate their
knowledge; one everyday example is language. People’s
sensitivity to sequential constraints in language can be
shown in three ways: First, people are faster to read a
word when it occurs in an appropriate context than when
it appears in an inappropriate context (Tyler & Marslen-
Wilson, 1977). Second, people can choose or predict what
word can occur next in a sequence in a constrained way
(Miller & Selfridge, 1950). Third, people can, of course,
freely generate sequences of words that follow the con-
straints of English. Despite these abilities, people find it
difficult to say what the constraints are that guide their
performance. A growing number of studies have tried 
to assess how and whether implicit knowledge of sequen-
tial structure can develop in the laboratory. Knowledge of
the structure is shown by one or more of the ways listed
above for showing knowledge of structure in natural lan-
guage.

Work in this area has in fact involved two types of par-
adigm: (1) those paradigms in which the main measure
of performance is the facilitated processing of sequences
obeying rather than disobeying certain constraints (cf.
Tyler & Marslen-Wilson’s, 1977, study of natural lan-
guage) and in which the aim is to see if this measure dis-
sociates from other measures; (2) those paradigms in
which the main measure of performance is the success-
ful prediction of the next element (cf. Miller & Selfridge,
1950). Prominent examples of the first paradigm are the
SRT task initiated by Nissen and Bullemer (1987), the
Hebb (1961) digit task, and the matrix-scanning para-
digm initiated by Lewicki and colleagues (e.g., Lewicki
et al., 1987). Examples of the second paradigm are the
probability-learning task of Reber and Millward (1968)
and the sequence-prediction task of Kushner, Cleeremans,
and Reber (1991). This review will largely focus on stud-
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ies using the SRT task of Nissen and Bullemer and the
matrix scanning task of Lewicki and colleagues.

In the Nissen and Bullemer (1987) task, a light ap-
peared at one of four locations (arranged horizontally)
on a video monitor. Subjects were required to press one
key, out of four keys, that was directly below the position
of the light. The sequence of lights either was deter-
mined randomly or appeared in a repeating 10-trial se-
quence. The results showed a rapid decrease in reaction
time with training in the repeating-sequence condition,
but not in the random condition. Furthermore, when sub-
jects in the repeating condition were switched to a ran-
dom sequence, reaction times increased substantially.

In the matrix-scanning task of Lewicki et al. (1987),
subjects had to indicate, by pressing a button, which of
four quadrants on a monitor contained a target digit. The
task was structured in blocks of seven trials. During the
first six trials of each block, only the target appeared on
the screen (hence, the search task was simple). On the
seventh trial, the target was embedded in a field of 35
distractors, making search much more difficult. The ex-
periment was set up so that four of the six “simple” tri-
als (first, third, fourth, and sixth) predicted the location
of the target on the seventh (“complex”) trial. On the
complex trials, 24 possible target locations were used.
Each was associated with a unique sequence of simple
trials. (Hence, the task was based on 24 rules, where a rule
consisted of a series of six locations, two of which were
irrelevant.) In order to learn the relations between the sim-
ple and complex trials, subjects had to learn not only spe-
cific and relatively long sequences of target locations but
also which particular trials should be attended to and which
should be ignored. After extensive training, Lewicki
et al. changed the relations between the simple and com-
plex trials so that the target location on the complex trial
was in the quadrant diagonally opposite its original lo-
cation. The results showed that, prior to this change, per-
formance was improving slowly but steadily. However,
when the change was made, large negative transfer ef-
fects were observed.

Accessibility of Knowledge of Sequential Structure
Free report. Willingham, Nissen, and Bullemer (1989)

trained subjects on the Nissen and Bullemer SRT task
and then asked them if they had noticed a sequence or
pattern and, if so, what it was. They found two subgroups
of subjects: (1) the unaware subjects, who either claimed
they had not noticed that there was a pattern or failed to
specify more than three positions of the sequence cor-
rectly; and (2) the aware subjects, who claimed to have
noticed a pattern and could reproduce the whole sequence.
Both groups showed substantial procedural learning of
the sequence; the reaction times of the unaware group
decreased nearly 100 msec with training on the repeating
sequence, and those of the aware group decreased about
200 msec. Although this result seems to suggest that un-
aware subjects had more knowledge than they could
freely report, even knowledge of three elements could be
sufficient to produce a substantial drop in reaction times.

Willingham, Greeley, and Bardone (1993) asked subjects,
after performing the SRT task, whether the stimuli oc-
curred completely randomly or with some degree of pre-
dictability. Nine out of 45 subjects said that the stimuli
occurred randomly, and 11 subjects said that the next stim-
ulus was only rarely predictable. Even the 9 subjects who
claimed that the stimuli were completely random still
showed reliable sequence learning.

There is another objection to concluding from these
data that subjects can show sequence learning in the ab-
sence of ability to report their knowledge: Subjects may
not even need to know the sequential dependencies be-
tween items in order to do well on the SRT task. Shanks
et al. (1994) argued that subjects may have learned the
probabilities of individual positions rather than the de-
pendencies between successive positions. In previous
studies, a comparison (either between or within subjects)
has been made between trials in which subjects were ex-
posed to the repeating sequence and trials in which the
stimuli were chosen at random (with the constraint that
stimuli could never repeat on consecutive trials). How-
ever, Shanks et al. pointed out that different stimuli have
different probabilities of occurrence in the repeating se-
quence. They therefore introduced a pseudorandom series
that matched the probabilities of occurrence in the re-
peating sequence. Following the procedure used by Will-
ingham et al. (1989), Shanks et al. classified subjects in
the repeating-sequence group as being aware or unaware
on the basis of structured interviews. Shanks et al. found
that performance of the unaware subjects was no better
than that of subjects exposed to the pseudorandom se-
quence (although, as expected, it was better than that of
subjects exposed to the truly random sequence). They
suggested that most, if not all, of the knowledge in the un-
aware group was of the frequencies of different stimuli.
Although, under the conditions of the Willingham et al.
study, unaware subjects appear to learn only frequencies
of individual stimuli, other paradigms have indicated that
unaware subjects can be sensitive to higher order depen-
dencies (e.g., Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991; McKelvie,
1987; Reed & Johnson, 1994), as we now discuss.

Reed and Johnson (1994) compared subjects’ perfor-
mance on a training sequence that differed from a trans-
fer sequence only in terms of second-order conditional
probabilities. Prediction of an element in the training se-
quence could be made only on the basis of the two pre-
ceding elements. Reed and Johnson found that after
greater exposure than that given by Shanks et al. (136
repetitions of the sequence as opposed to 40), and with a
simultaneous secondary tone-counting task (to reduce
the amount of explicit sequence learning), subjects were
faster on the training sequence than on the matched
transfer sequence. That is, subjects must have been learn-
ing more than simple frequencies of elements; rather,
they must have been learning the second-order structure
of the sequence. Nonetheless, when asked, only 10 out of
60 subjects suggested that elements had appeared ac-
cording to a fixed pattern (none of these could say what
the pattern was).
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Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) also increased the
complexity of the stimuli in order to decrease the prob-
ability of the sequence being learned in an explicit way.
Instead of using a fixed repeating sequence, they used a
finite-state grammar to determine a structured but unre-
peating sequence. The results showed that, during the course
of 60,000 trials spread over 20 sessions, subjects became
progressively sensitive to the sequential structure of the
material. They responded significantly faster on the pre-
dictable trials than on the unpredictable trials. Detailed
analyses showed that subjects were sensitive to up to
three elements of context in predicting the next element.
Analyses of verbal reports showed that subjects did be-
come aware of some aspects of the structure. For exam-
ple, many reported noting alternations that occurred in
the grammar. However, Cleeremans and McClelland
pointed out that there were many instances in which per-
formance facilitation resulting from sensitivity to sequen-
tial structure (including sensitivity to three elements of
context) was not accompanied by corresponding free re-
port of the rules. They concluded that, overall, subjects
could freely report very little of their knowledge of the
sequential structure of the material.

In terms of the matrix-scanning tasks, Lewicki et al.
(1987) found that, despite extensive practice, subjects
were unable to report anything related to the underlying
rules and denied awareness of their existence. These basic
findings were replicated by Stadler (1989) using the same
paradigm. He asked subjects a set of questions that began
with general items and became increasingly more spe-
cific. Subjects did not describe any rules and appeared to
be surprised that any rules existed. Similarly, after prac-
tice at the Lewicki, Hill, and Bizot (1988) task, subjects
failed to report having noticed any pattern in the se-
quence of exposures, and none of them reported even
suspecting that the sequential structure of the material
had been manipulated. However, Perruchet, Gallego, and
Savy (1990) argued that the improvement in perfor-
mance on Lewicki et al.’s (1988) task could be accounted
for without suggesting that subjects acquire knowledge
of the composition rules and that subjects partition the
sequence into logical blocks of five trials. Rather, they
suggested that the results could be explained by the rel-
ative frequency of a few simple sequences of target loca-
tions. Perruchet et al. carried out an extended replication
of the Lewicki et al. experiment and showed that differ-
ences in reaction time on the first two and last three trials
of each logical block of five trials could be attributed to the
relative frequency of particular target transitions through-
out the experiment. However, they did not report whether
subjects could describe their knowledge in free report.

In summary, there is evidence from both the SRT task
and the matrix-scanning task that much of the knowl-
edge that is acquired in sequence-learning tasks cannot
be easily articulated by subjects. A similar conclusion was
reached by Kushner et al. (1991), who used a sequence-
prediction task. They found that many subjects could
predict the next element in a sequence without being able
to state what the underlying rules were, nor did subjects

offer specific sequences that they had memorized (see
Perruchet, 1994; note that there have been two failures to
replicate learning with this paradigm, by Reber and by
Cleeremans; Reber, personal communication, October,
1995). However, in many of the studies, not all knowl-
edge of sequential structure was inaccessible in this way—
subjects could verbalize something about the sequential
structure of the stimuli.

Objective threshold. Willingham et al. (1989) at-
tempted to see if a cued-report test could elicit the knowl-
edge underlying SRT performance of the unaware subjects.
Specifically, they used a generate task, which involved
displaying the repeating sequence but required subjects
to predict the next stimulus position, rather than respond-
ing to the present stimulus position. The performance of
the unaware subjects was at the same level as that of con-
trol subjects who had not been exposed to the repeating
sequence; the performance of the aware group was greater
than that of both. Apparently, unaware subjects could not
produce their knowledge of the sequence on a relevant
cued-report task.

However, this turned out not to be compelling evidence.
Shanks et al. (1994), in a replication study, found that
unaware subjects performed significantly above chance
on the generate task and pointed out that there was a
trend in this direction in the Willingham et al. data. More-
over, Perruchet and Amorin (1992) argued that Willing-
ham et al. (and others) had simply used an insensitive
version of the generate test. In the generate task, the
stimulus is displayed until the subject makes the correct
prediction for the next trial, or, in some experiments
(Cohen, Ivry, & Keele, 1990), the stimulus is displayed
at its correct location after the subject’s response, whether
correct or not. There were two main parts to their argu-
ment: (1) the instructions given to subjects before the
generate task did not mention that subjects should re-
produce prior sequences, and (2) correcting the subject’s
response could make it difficult to recall the immedi-
ately preceding sequence. Perruchet and Amorin adapted
the generate task in two ways: by changing the instruc-
tions to emphasize the relation between the study and
test phase, and by eliminating feedback on response ac-
curacy. Using this modified free-generation test, they
found that subjects could produce sequences that par-
tially followed the constraints of the training stimuli after
only two 100-trial blocks of training. In a second exper-
iment, in addition to the generate task, Perruchet and Am-
orin assessed knowledge using a recognition procedure
of the four-trial chunks composing the repeating sequence.
As in the artificial grammar learning studies reviewed
above, they found that subjects could recognize chunks
that did follow the constraints of the training stimuli. Un-
fortunately, Perruchet and Amorin did not divide their
subjects into groups based on their self-reported aware-
ness of a pattern, so their results still leave open the claim
that there is a subset of subjects that cannot produce their
sequential knowledge on a generate task.

Reed and Johnson (1994) provided initially compel-
ling evidence that there could be knowledge not elicited
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by the generation task. Subjects were trained on one se-
quence on the SRT task for 17 blocks and simultaneously
performed a secondary tone-counting task (in order to
impair explicit learning). After training, one group of
subjects (SRT test group) carried on performing the SRT
task, but with a different transfer sequence. After train-
ing, another group of subjects (the generation test group)
were tested on a cued-generation task that answered the
criticisms of Perruchet and Amorin (1992): Subjects
were explicitly instructed to reproduce the training se-
quence, and their answers were not corrected. A final
group (control generation group) performed the generate
task after training on a different sequence. The reaction
times of the SRT test group increased substantially
(81 msec) on the transfer sequence, relative to the train-
ing sequence, indicating good learning of the training se-
quence on the SRT task. On the other hand, the generation
test group and the control generation group performed at
the same level on the generation task. While these results
were promising, Shanks and Johnstone (in press) pointed
out that Reed and Johnson had used different sequences
for the control generation group and for the SRT test
group in the transfer phase: That is, the SRT and gener-
ation tests of knowledge were potentially testing differ-
ent pieces of knowledge. Furthermore, in a replication
study in which this problem was corrected, Shanks and
Johnstone found significant amounts of knowledge were
elicited on the cued-generation task used by Reed and
Johnson and also on a free-generation task.

Taken together, the evidence suggests that the knowl-
edge underlying SRT performance can be elicited by the
generate task. Consistently, Perruchet and Amorin re-
ported high correlations between reaction times and
generation-task performance. Before accepting the con-
clusion that both tasks tap the same data base, however,
we need to deal with the numerous studies reporting
functional dissociations between SRT and generation per-
formance—that is, cases in which an independent vari-
able influences the SRT and generation tasks differently.
These dissociations have been used as evidence that the
generation and SRT tasks do, in fact, tap different knowl-
edge bases.

A number of variables have been found to affect
generation-task performance but not SRT performance.
Cohen et al. (1990, Experiment 1) asked subjects per-
forming the SRT task to perform simultaneously a sec-
ondary task, counting the number of high-pitched tones
in a sequence of tones. Subjects received either an easy
version of the tone task, in which there were few high-
pitched tones, or a difficult version, in which there were
many high-pitched tones. Results showed that SRT per-
formance was unaffected by variation in distractor-task
difficulty. However, subjects in the difficult-distractor
condition performed less well on the generate task than
did subjects in the easy-distractor condition, indicating
a dissociation between the SRT and generation tasks.
Howard, Mutter, and Howard (1992) showed that, if sub-
jects initially simply observe the sequence, then their
later responses are just as fast as those of subjects who re-

sponded to the sequence from the beginning. However,
observing subjects had superior generation performance,
relative to responding subjects, providing a further dis-
sociation between generation and reaction time. Howard
and Howard (1992) and Cherry and Stadler (1995) found
that, on the SRT task, elderly subjects and young sub-
jects performed at the same level; however, on the gen-
eration task, the elderly subjects were significantly im-
paired. Finally, Nissen, Knopman, and Schacter (1987)
found that scopolamine did not affect performance on
the SRT task but significantly impaired performance on
the generation task.

Conversely, a number of variables have been found
that affect SRT performance but not generation-task per-
formance. Cohen et al. (1990, Experiment 4) used two
different types of sequences: “unique” and “ambiguous”
(discussed in more detail below). In unique sequences,
each element was perfectly predictable from the preced-
ing element, whereas, in ambiguous sequences, each ele-
ment was preceded by two others equally often. Cohen
et al. found that dual-task conditions interfered with
learning the ambiguous sequence but not the unique se-
quence. There was no difference in performance on the
generation task between single- and dual-task conditions
for either sequence. Frensch, Buchner, and Lin (1994)
also used a secondary tone-counting task and systemat-
ically manipulated the timing of the tone with respect to
the onset of the primary SRT stimulus. As will be dis-
cussed below, this significantly affected the amount of
learning shown on the SRT task but had no significant
effects on generation performance. Frensch and Miner
(1994) manipulated the response–stimulus interval
(RSI) on the SRT task (500 vs. 1,500 msec). There was
no evidence, on the SRT task, that subjects learned the
sequence when RSI � 1,500 msec; however, there was
good learning when RSI � 500 msec. In the generate
task, performance was not significantly better in the
500-msec condition than in the 1,500-msec condition.
Finally, Jiménez and Cleeremans (1994), using a finite-
state grammar rather than a fixed repeating sequence,
found that reaction time significantly correlated with the
actual conditional probabilities of elements even when
subjects’ generation performance had been partialed out.
Jiménez and Cleeremans concluded that the SRT task
was tapping knowledge not elicited by the generation
task. We will consider another explanation below.

All of these dissociations, at first, appear to suggest that
some knowledge elicited by the SRT task may in fact not
be elicited by the generate task: The two tasks may tap
different knowledge bases. One objection to this conclu-
sion is that the dissociations may simply reflect the va-
garies of Type II errors (e.g., Perruchet & Gallego, 1993),
since they are all (except for the Jiménez and Cleere-
mans’s 1994 result) of the form of a significant result on
one measure and a nonsignif icant result on another.
They do not, for example, provide the more compelling
pattern of a reversed association (Dunn & Kirsner, 1988).
There is also another explanation. The dissociations
could be explained by assuming that the knowledge un-
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derlying SRT performance can be elicited by an appro-
priately sensitive measure of generation performance,
but generation performance is additionally affected by
another source of variance (e.g., hypotheses that the sub-
ject might have explicitly formulated). If explicit knowl-
edge is more likely to be applied to the generation, rather
than incidental, reaction time tasks, dissociations can be
expected between the two measures. If the explicit knowl-
edge does not reflect actual conditional probabilities as
accurately as the implicit knowledge does, generation
performance will not correlate as well with conditional
probabilities as reaction time performance does (as found
by Jiménez and Cleeremans, 1994).

Finally, we turn to a different type of cued-report test.
Willingham et al. (1993) trained subjects on the SRT task
and then tested subjects’ ability to recognize the right se-
quence (of 16 elements) among distractor sequences.
Subjects’ recognition ratings were above chance. How-
ever, when Willingham et al. selected subjects who were
at chance on the recognition test, they still showed sig-
nificant sequence knowledge on the SRT task. Perruchet
and Gallego (1993) argued that these data did not indi-
cate that the knowledge underlying performance on the
SRT task could not be elicited by a relevant recognition
test. The recognition test was a test of subjects’ knowledge
of the whole sequence; the SRT task would be sensitive
to subjects’ knowledge of only fragments of the sequence.

Researchers have also used the generate task in con-
junction with matrix-scanning tasks. For example, Stad-
ler (1989) trained subjects on Lewicki et al.’s (1987) task.
He then provided subjects with six simple trials and asked
them to predict the location of the target on the seventh
trial. Although Stadler reported substantial learning with
practice on the scanning task, subjects’ performance was
at chance on the generate test. Chance for the generate
task was 25%, and subjects scored 24%. The upper limit
of the 95% confidence interval for subjects’ score was
31%, indicating that the experiment had reasonable sen-
sitivity. However, Perruchet et al. (1990), using the same
paradigm as Lewicki et al. (1988), found that subjects
performed significantly above chance on a generate task.

In summary, the bulk of the evidence suggests that the
knowledge used to control reaction time can be elicited
by appropriate cued-report tests, such as the generation
task. There is only one result inconsistent with this con-
clusion (Stadler, 1989) that bears further investigation.

Subjective threshold. Many subjects report that they
were unaware that there was any structure in the stimuli,
even though they were demonstrably influenced by the
structure. For example, Willingham et al. (1993) found
that subjects who claimed that the stimuli were com-
pletely random still showed reliable sequence learning
on the SRT task. Shanks and Johnstone (in press) found
that subjects could, with some accuracy, freely generate
training sequences, but almost all subjects claimed that
they were guessing. In another experiment, Shanks and
Johnstone found that, when subjects were asked to freely
generate sequences, the average confidence rating of
subjects trained on a repeating sequence was no higher

than the average confidence rating of subjects trained on
a nonrepeating sequence. Shanks and Johnstone argued
that this was because their trained subjects had little
metaknowledge about their knowledge.

Features of Implicit Learning
Transfer to different domains. Willingham et al.

(1989) investigated the specificity of subjects’ knowl-
edge when superficial aspects of the task were changed.
They adapted the reaction time task so that subjects saw
a sequence of colors at different positions and mapped a
given color onto a response. In one condition, there was
a repeating sequence of stimulus positions; in another
condition, there was a repeating sequence of motor re-
sponses. After training with either the perceptual sequence
or the response sequence, subjects were transferred to
the standard reaction time task, mapping positions onto
responses. The sequence of locations was the same as
that used in the perceptual sequence conditions, and the
sequence of responses was the same as that used in the
response sequence condition. Willingham et al. found
very little evidence for positive transfer of learning from
either training task to the transfer task. (In fact, very lit-
tle learning occurred during training with the perceptual
sequence.) They suggested that the transfer specificity
was due to the fact that learning on the task was neither
solely perceptual nor solely motor but represented in-
stead the mapping rules governing performance. That is,
the production rules required for performing the transfer
task differed from those developed during training. How-
ard et al. (1992) argued that the learning could have been
perceptual; in the perceptual sequence condition, loca-
tion was incidental and so may not have been well at-
tended and thus not well encoded. Consistently, Cohen
et al. (1990) found that, if subjects were transferred from
using different fingers for different buttons to respond-
ing with just the index finger of one hand, there was no
detectable drop in performance. Cohen et al. concluded
that the sequence specification was not tied to a particu-
lar motor effector.

In terms of matrix-scanning tasks, Stadler (1989) also
investigated whether learning relied primarily on per-
ceptual or motor processes. In the response transfer con-
dition, subjects used a different response apparatus than
had been used during training; in the position transfer
condition, the position of the target within a quadrant dur-
ing the six simple trials was different. Stadler reported
greatly diminished transfer in the position transfer con-
dition but not in response transfer condition. He sug-
gested that learning in the task was based on the percep-
tual processes involved in locating the target rather than
in the processing involved in responding to the target.

In summary, performance in sequence-learning tasks
does show transfer specificity. The inflexibility of the
subjects’ knowledge could be further tested by inform-
ing subjects of the mapping in perceptual features be-
tween old and new stimuli (cf. Berry & Broadbent, 1988);
if the knowledge is as inflexible as the implicit knowl-
edge of controlling dynamic systems, then even subjects
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informed of the mapping will not fully transfer their
knowledge.

Learning tends to be associated with a focus on
particular items rather than on the underlying rules.
Performance on these tasks is largely associated with in-
cidental learning conditions: Subjects just have to re-
spond to the presented items. Subjects are not instructed
to search for the underlying rules, and many subjects ex-
press considerable surprise when told that there is a se-
quential structure to the stimuli. However, Frensch and
Miner (1994) found that asking subjects to search for the
rules did improve performance on the SRT task. Future
research could investigate whether rule-search instruc-
tions interact with stimulus complexity (e.g., the use of
a finite-state grammar, as used by Cleeremans & Mc-
Clelland, 1991, or a fixed second-order sequence rather
than a first-order sequence), as in the artificial grammar
and dynamic system control paradigms.

Robustness: Psychological and organic impair-
ment. Nissen and Bullemer (1987) and Nissen, Willing-
ham, and Hartman (1989) showed that amnesic patients
became sensitive to the sequential structure inherent in the
task and that their reaction times improved in the same
way as those of normals. Similarly, Knopman and Nissen
(1987) found that the level of specific sequence learning
for Alzheimer’s patients was nonsignificantly different
from that of controls. However, Ferraro, Balota, and Con-
nor (1993) found that Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s pa-
tients were impaired on the SRT task, relative to controls,
and Knopman and Nissen (1991) found that patients with
Huntington’s disease (HD) were impaired. If the neural
basis of implicit learning is more anatomically distrib-
uted than is that of explicit learning, then widespread gen-
eral neural degradation will eventually impair even im-
plicit learning performance. Thus, in the Knopman and
Nissen (1987) study, the patients had impaired explicit
memory but had normal learning on the SRT task. Ferraro
et al. suggested that they used more severely demented
patients than did Knopman and Nissen, and their patients
were impaired on both explicit memory and the SRT
task. Indeed, Ferraro et al. showed that the severity of the
dementia in their patients made a substantial difference
to the level of learning on the SRT task.

Knopman and Nissen (1991) suggested that, if patients
have to concentrate inordinately on the act of making a
motor response, they may effectively be in a dual-task
situation. As we will see below, there appears to be a com-
ponent of SRT learning sensitive to attentional demands.
However, Jackson, Jackson, Harrison, Henderson, and
Kennard (1995) found that their Parkinson’s patients
started off with reaction times nonsignificantly different
from those of the controls, suggesting that they had no
difficulty in making the motor response per se. Even so,
the Parkinson’s patients learned significantly less on an
SRT task than did controls. Jackson et al. argued that the
execution of implicitly acquired knowledge of sequen-
tial order depends on the basal ganglia, which are dam-
aged in Parkinson’s disease. If Parkinson’s and HD pa-
tients are not impaired in any general implicit learning

ability, but only in its motor expression, they should per-
form normally on the artificial grammar learning task.
This is an issue that future research needs to investigate.

Nissen et al. (1987) showed that injecting scopolamine
had no influence on learning as assessed by reaction time
but did reduce generation performance. (Scopolamine
also reduced free recall of a list of words but had no ef-
fect on repetition priming.) That is, scopolamine affected
the putative explicit but not implicit measure.

Robustness: Other individual difference variables.
Howard and Howard (1989, 1992), Frensch and Miner
(1994), and Cherry and Stadler (1995) found that the el-
derly demonstrated as much learning on the SRT task as
did the young. Frensch and Miner found that young adults
were superior to the elderly on the SRT task when it was
performed with a secondary tone-counting task. How-
ever, this may reflect the demands of the secondary task,
requiring more attention by the elderly than the young.
As we will see below, there is a component of subjects’
knowledge of the SRT task that is sensitive to attention.
Cherry and Stadler (1995) found that the elderly from a
low socioeconomic status (SES) were impaired, relative
to the young from a high SES, indicating that the task is
not immune to the effects of individual difference vari-
ables. This still leaves open the claim that implicit knowl-
edge is more robust than explicit knowledge. Consistent
with a greater relative robustness of implicit knowledge
over explicit knowledge, Cherry and Stadler found that
both high- and low-SES elderly were impaired on the
generation task, relative to the young.

Robustness: Secondary tasks. A number of studies
have examined the effects of introducing secondary tasks.
Nissen and Bullemer (1987) found that requiring subjects
to perform a concurrent tone-counting task eliminated
learning of the repeating sequence in the SRT task. Sub-
jects who received the repeating sequence under dual-
task conditions did not improve any more than did sub-
jects who received the random sequence. Cohen et al.
(1990) suggested that the detrimental effect of the sec-
ondary task may be due to the particular sequence of re-
peating stimuli used by Nissen and Bullemer. They sug-
gested that only structures with at least some unique
associations (e.g., Event A always follows Event C) could
be learned under dual-task conditions. Conversely, they
argued that structures with all items repeated in different
orders in different parts of the structure required atten-
tion for learning. They constructed two sequences: One
sequence (the unique sequence) had unique associations
between successive stimuli; the other sequence (the am-
biguous sequence) had no unique associations (each stim-
ulus was followed by two others equally often). Under
dual-task conditions, they found significant residual learn-
ing only of the unique sequence and argued that attention
was necessary for learning ambiguous sequences (cf. the
similar results of Dienes et al., 1991, in the artificial gram-
mar learning paradigm). However, Cleeremans and Mc-
Clelland (1991) pointed out that the dual-task conditions
interfered with learning both the unique and the ambigu-
ous sequences to roughly the same extent, suggesting that
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they may in fact rely on the same mechanism. Since then,
a number of studies have found significant learning of am-
biguous sequences under dual-task conditions (Keele &
Jennings, 1992; Reed & Johnson, 1994).

Whether or not unique and ambiguous sequences re-
quire different learning mechanisms, Curran and Keele
(1993) provided evidence that there were nonetheless two
different types of sequence learning, one requiring more
attention than the other. In their first experiment, there
were two groups of subjects: (1) intentional subjects, who
were explicitly told what the sequence was, and (2) inci-
dental subjects, who were not even told that there was a
sequence. After initial exposure to the sequence under
single-task conditions, the two groups differed substan-
tially in the amount of specific sequence knowledge dem-
onstrated by their reaction time performance (i.e., differ-
ence in reaction times between trials with random and
fixed sequences). When a secondary task was then intro-
duced, the two groups demonstrated equivalent amounts
of sequence knowledge. Curran and Keele argued that
“nonattentional learning” and “attentional learning” oc-
curred in parallel, and the knowledge produced by the at-
tentional learning could not be elicited under dual-task
conditions. Their second experiment provided an even
stronger demonstration. One group of subjects was told
the sequence and was then given further exposure under
single-task conditions; the other group of subjects was
simply incidentally exposed to the sequence under dual-
task conditions. Despite substantial differences in per-
formance between the two groups at this stage, when both
groups were subsequently tested under dual-task condi-
tions, they demonstrated the same amount of specific se-
quence knowledge. In a third experiment, a single group
of incidental dual-task subjects showed the same amount
of knowledge when they were later tested under single-
task conditions as they originally did under dual-task con-
ditions. Curran and Keele argued that attentional and non-
attentional learning operate independently, in parallel,
and do not share any information. They further argued that
awareness only enhances the attentional form of learning.

Stadler (1995) argued that dual-task conditions might
interfere with learning on the SRT task because they dis-
rupt consistent organization of the sequence. Consistently,
Stadler found that introducing random long pauses be-
tween trials disrupted learning as much as did the concur-
rent tone-counting task. Furthermore, a concurrent mem-
ory span load (which should not produce inconsistent
groupings of trials) disrupted performance substantially
less.

Frensch et al. (1994) suggested that a secondary task
interferes with sequential learning by limiting the amount
of time that consecutive stimuli are simultaneously avail-
able in short-term memory. They varied the interval be-
tween the primary stimulus of the SRT task and the tone
of the secondary task. Each primary stimulus followed a
fixed interval after the subject’s response to the preced-
ing primary stimulus. The more the tone delayed the sub-
ject’s responding to the primary stimulus, the worse the
subject’s performance was. Frensch et al. argued that a

plausible interpretation of these results was that the
slower the subject was, the greater the time between suc-
cessive primary stimuli, and, so, the fewer primary stim-
uli were available in short-term memory (or, perhaps, the
more time available for explicit hypothesis testing, dis-
rupting an implicit learning mechanism; Reber, 1976).

Frensch and Miner (1994) directly tested the relevance
of rate of presentation of the SRT stimuli. Under both
dual-task and single-task conditions, learning on the SRT
task was substantially greater when the interval between
subjects’ responses and the next stimulus was 500 msec
than when the interval was 1,500 msec (consistent with
the results of Stadler, 1995). They argued that rate of pre-
sentation might be important because, at faster rates, more
items remain active in working memory. Such an expla-
nation would be consistent with the claim that learning
higher order n-grams (i.e., combination of n items) is im-
paired under dual-task conditions (i.e., slow presentation
rates), when less context would be available in working
memory. Similarly, the different types of sequence learn-
ing isolated by Curran and Keele (1993) may be due to the
same mechanism learning and applying different contents
under dual-task and single-task conditions—that is, low-
order n-grams under dual-task conditions and high-order
n-grams under single-task conditions. Future research
needs to test these speculations more directly.

In summary, sequence learning is sensitive to dual-
task conditions, which may be solely due to the effect of
dual-task conditions on rate of presentation or may also
be due to other factors, such as organization, or other ways
in which concentration affects the processing of stimuli.
This is a matter for future research to resolve. In any case,
some sequence learning is relatively insensitive to the
presence of secondary task (Curran & Keele, 1993).

Conclusion
In terms of the distinction between subjective and ob-

jective thresholds, there is little evidence that the knowl-
edge relevant to performance lies below an objective
threshold. In most, but not all, cases when relevant cued-
report tasks were used, the knowledge was elicited. There
was evidence that the knowledge lies below a subjective
threshold: Subjects were often surprised to hear that there
was structure to the stimuli. When subjects believed there
was literally no structure or that they had not learned it,
subjects still had demonstrably acquired knowledge. In
terms of features that may distinguish knowledge above
and below threshold, the knowledge could not be used in
a flexible way (e.g., Willingham et al., 1989), and the
knowledge is robust to psychological impairment, the ef-
fects of age, and, in some cases, to secondary tasks. Fu-
ture research still needs to determine whether it is the
subjective threshold that is doing the useful work in sep-
arating the different types of knowledge.

DISCUSSION

The reviews of the literatures for artificial grammar
learning, the control of complex systems, and sequence
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learning all provided evidence that subjects could learn
to perform well in a task without being able to freely re-
port what they had learned or why they had made the
right decision. Cued-report tests, on the other hand, typ-
ically elicited considerably more knowledge than did
free-report tests. That is, the accessibility of the knowl-
edge is relative to the test used to elicit it. Shanks and
St. John argued that because cued-report tests elicit sub-
jects’ knowledge, we should regard the knowledge as
conscious. However, consciousness can be defined ac-
cording to either an objective threshold or a subjective
threshold (Cheesman & Merikle, 1984).

If consciousness is defined according to a subjective
threshold, we are conscious of a piece of knowledge only
when we know that we know it. Cued-report tests are then
seen not as tests of what subjects are conscious of but as
tests of what subjects know. The elicitation of knowledge
by cued-report tests but not free-report tests suggests that
the knowledge is above an objective threshold, but it
could be below a subjective threshold. The claim that
learning can produce knowledge below a subjective
threshold was directly tested in the artificial grammar
learning paradigm in two ways. First, subjects were often
just as confident in incorrect decisions as in correct de-
cisions (the lack of correlation criterion). Second, sub-
jects could classify substantially above chance even
when they believed that they were literally guessing (the
guessing criterion). In terms of the guessing criterion,
subjects in the sequential reaction time paradigm will
generate accurate sequences while claiming that they are
literally guessing. In all paradigms, subjects frequently re-
ported that they did not know why they made the deci-
sions they did or that they were surprised that there was
any structure in the stimuli.

The zero-correlation criterion has been applied only
to the artificial grammar learning paradigm. In further
applications of the zero-correlation criterion, it should
be kept in mind that it is not an ipso facto indicator of a
lack of metaknowledge in any interesting sense. How-
ever, we argue that it does indicate a lack of metaknowl-
edge in the case of artificial grammar learning (Dienes
& Perner, 1996). To see what it is that subjects lack meta-
knowledge about in this situation, it will be useful to dis-
tinguish between deterministic and stochastic responses.
A subject responds deterministically if the same test string
always elicits the same response; a subject responds sto-
chastically otherwise. If subjects respond deterministi-
cally to all test strings, this may be because subjects are
using partially correct rules (e.g., “say ‘grammatical’
whenever an M starts a string, and ‘nongrammatical’
otherwise”). In this case, subjects may consider all ap-
plications of these rules subjectively as cases of knowl-
edge, regardless of whether the rules lead to correct or
incorrect performance. Hence, subjects’ confidence judg-
ments will be the same for correct and incorrect responses,
despite insights into the rules that subjects are using (meta-
knowledge). In other words, a lack of correlation between
confidence and classification judgments does not indi-
cate a lack of metaknowledge in this situation. Subjects

may be perfectly aware of the rules that they are applying
and when they are applying them (and even why they have
formulated those rules and why they are applying them).

In a typical artificial grammar learning experiment,
subjects actually respond stochastically to at least some
strings. Reber (1989) interpreted these results as indi-
cating that subjects know some exemplars perfectly and
guess the rest of the time. If this were the case, the lack
of correlation between confidence and accuracy would in-
dicate that subjects do not know when they are applying
their knowledge (and when they are applying guesses). A
more general interpretation is that subjects are using sto-
chastic rules that specify the probability for saying “gram-
matical” for each exemplar (Dienes, 1992). That is, we
need not assume, as Reber does, that the probabilities
must be 0, .5, or 1. In this more general scenario, one
highly plausible assumption is that the probabilities reflect
the degree to which the exemplars satisfy the learned con-
straints (see Dienes, 1992, for an accurate prediction of
the subjects’ probabilities given this assumption). For
example, we assume that if subjects say “grammatical”
to an exemplar more than 50% of the time, then the ex-
emplar is subjectively more likely to be grammatical than
nongrammatical. If subjects had general access to these
probabilities, then they should be more confident of
“grammatical” decisions associated with high, rather than
low, probabilities of saying “grammatical.” The proba-
bilities must correlate with the actual grammaticality of
the exemplars if subjects perform above chance. Thus, if
subjects could have used the different probabilities to in-
form their confidence ratings, confidence would have
correlated with accuracy. Therefore, under these assump-
tions, a lack of correlation would indicate that subjects
lack metaknowledge about the strength of their rules. In
summary, a lack of correlation between confidence and
accuracy indicates a lack of metaknowledge whenever sub-
jects use stochastic rules that lead to above-chance per-
formance, but not when subjects use deterministic rules.

One contrast between the application of the guessing
criterion and the zero-correlation criterion is in terms 
of what a significant result means in each case. Finding
performance signif icantly above chance on trials on
which the subjects believe that they are guessing (guess-
ing criterion) indicates the presence of some implicit
knowledge but does not rule out that the subject also has
some explicit knowledge in that domain. Finding that
confidence is significantly greater for correct trials than
for incorrect trials indicates the presence of some meta-
knowledge but does not rule out the presence of some
implicit knowledge. Probably, in most learning situations,
subjects will acquire a mixture of implicit and explicit
knowledge.

If we are to be sure that we have found a psychologi-
cally real “threshold” of accessibility (be it subjective or
objective), knowledge above and below the threshold
should be qualitatively different. If the knowledge is below
a subjective threshold, subjects may not know what type
of (external or internally generated) cue will elicit their
knowledge. Thus, one might expect that, if given a sim-
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ilar task in a different domain, subjects may not apply
their knowledge if the relevant cues happen not to be pres-
ent. We reviewed evidence from all three literatures that
there was indeed limited transfer of learning. Of course,
people fail to apply much of their explicit knowledge in
situations where it would be useful. In many cases, how-
ever, this is because subjects fail to realize that there is a
useful mapping from their previous knowledge to the
new situation (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980). What is per-
haps peculiar to implicit knowledge is that transfer might
fail even when the subject is aware of the exact mapping
between corresponding elements of the original and trans-
fer tasks, as was found in the control of complex systems
paradigm. In implicit learning paradigms, cued-report tests
are transfer tasks that use components of the learning task,
and, so, the corresponding elements of the two tasks are
identical (and, thus, the calling conditions of knowledge
merely below subjective threshold would be met).

Previous researchers have also argued that implicit
knowledge may be optimally acquired by a focus on items
rather than on rules, and it may be relatively robust. We
reviewed evidence that artificial grammar learning, learn-
ing the control tasks, and sequence learning all can take
place when the subjects are focused on items rather than
on rules. Finally, in all three paradigms, the acquisition
of the knowledge appears unaffected by amnesia and, at
least in the case of artificial grammar learning, is unaf-
fected by psychiatric impairment and variation in IQ.
However, the knowledge is partly affected by secondary
tasks. On the other hand, there are other tasks, arguably
explicit, for which learning occurs only when subjects
are searching for rules, for which subjects can say how
they have arrived at the answer, for which confidence cor-
relates with accuracy, and which are very much affected
by amnesia, psychiatric impairment, and variation in IQ.
The tendency of these features to go together in certain
tasks suggests that there are distinct learning modes (that
we suggest produce knowledge either above or below a
subjective threshold).

Interestingly, most of the neuropsychological evidence
on the implicit–explicit distinction can be interpreted as
showing that knowledge can be below a subjective thresh-
old: Amnesics are influenced by past events without
knowing that they are; blindsight patients can discrimi-
nate visual features without knowing that they can;
prosopagnosics also often do not know that they are in-
fluenced by familiar faces (see Berry & Dienes, 1993).
We believe that the case for a psychologically real subjec-
tive threshold in the many domains that have been used
to investigate unconscious learning is far from complete,
but we believe that the existing data strongly indicate
that this will be a fruitful direction for future research.
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NOTE

1. If control knowledge had transferred to different targets, then there
would be evidence that the subjects had implicitly acquired knowledge
asked for by the questionnaires. However, the evidence for transfer to
different targets is ambiguous. For example, Berry and Broadbent
(1987) found transfer between different targets, but Marescaux et al.
(1989) did not.
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